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PRESENTATION

  

 The company, which specializes in food machinery for industry, offers a wide range of 

products that meet market needs. There are dozens of equipment designed to facilitate 

the work of those who work in the food business. We provide equipment for restaurants, 

bakeries, butchers, pizzerias, supermarkets, bakeries and even for residential and 

industrial kitchens.

All products are manufactured with high quality materials and superior workmanship, 

within the safety and hygiene of existing laws.

The ease of installation, low maintenance, low power consumption and high production 

output, place the GPANIZ products ahead of the market, with the advantages of 

economy, productivity, safety and quality.

We want to congratulate you on having chosen a product with the quality that the name 

deserves, GPANIZ.

The purpose of this manual is to get the user to necessary information about the product 

that has just been purchased. Read this manual carefully and have the correct orientation 

so you get a better use and durability.

PURPOSE OF THE MANUAL

SECURITY

Ÿ This device should not be used by people (including children) with physical, sensory or 
mental capacity reduced, lack of experience or knowledge, unless they have received 
instructions regarding the use of this equipment by person responsible for their safety.

Ÿ Make sure the voltage of your device is in accordance with the label accompanying the 
product (the power cord).

Ÿ To avoid shock and damage to your product check the grounding of your 
electrical network.

Equipotencialidade
IEC 60417-5021

To identify the terminal interconnection, which 
aims to maintain multiple devices with the 
same potential. Not being necessarily the 
land of a local call.

Tensão Perigosa

Terra de Proteção

IEC 60417-5036

IEC 60417-5019

To indicate the risks from hazardous 
voltages

Identificar qualquer terminal que é destinado para conexão 
com um condutor externo para proteção contra choque 
elétrico em caso de uma falha, ou no terminal de uma terra 
de proteção (Terra) eletrodo.

Ÿ Children should be supervised to ensure that they are not playing with 
the device.
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SAFETY ASPECTS

 Specific Data: Specific information appliance, or the company, as company 

name, Tax ID, serial number, can be found in the manual cover. 

 Meat shredder: The description of the machine and its intended use, can be 

viewed on page 7. 
 
 Electric scheme: For display of the schematic electrical control, according to the 

127V or 220V Mono voltage check from page 14.

 Scratchs: This equipment does not generate any risk to exposure of users.

 Security: Please read the following to avoid problems during installation and use of 

your equipment.
Keep this manual always close to the users in the workplace.
Never remove the cable by pulling the cord, always picking up the plug and pulling it from the 

outlet.
Never use extension cords or adapters to connect the equipment.
Do not remove the center pin of the plug.
For operator safety and electrical components, we recommend that you verify that the 

installation site has grounding.
Under Article 198 of the CLT (Consolidation of Labor Laws), 60kg is the maximum weight that 

the worker can carry without harming your health.

 Limitations: Installing the equipment with minimum distance of 50 cm between one 

and other equipment to prevent engine overheating. Install the equipment in a place where 

there is heavy traffic of people.

 Adulteration: Your machine has protective cover and electrical components that 

prevent access to the moving parts. The removal or tampering of these security components 

can cause serious risks in higher product user members.
 
 Using the appliance: This equipment has been designed exclusively for the 

feeding area, use for other purposes will result in premature wear of the product and damage 

to the transmission system.
Procedure for using the machine safely see page 08.

 Maintenance: Procedures for maintenance, damaged cable, belt wear, check page 

12. 
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PRODUCT DELIVERY

IS PROHIBITED YOUR SAFETY ITEM OF ANY WITHDRAWAL MACHINE UNDER 
WARRANTY LOSS OF PEN AND EQUIPMENT OPERATION.

Attention
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Upon receiving the product, we recommend care and inspection to detect any damage 
from transportation, such as:
- Wrinkled and scratches in the paint;
- Break parts;
- Lack of parts through the violation of the package.

INSTALLATION

 The following procedures must be performed to the best user security:

- Install your equipment in a well ventilated area;
- Installation of the equipment must be on a flat surface;
- Leave a space of at least 15cm around the equipment;
- Metal parts are conductive of heat, so before starting any maintenance check that the 
equipment is completely cold;
- Check that the mains voltage is the same of your equipment.
- For proper operation, this appliance must be installed at room temperature between 5 ° C 
to 25 ° C.
- Never use extensions or 'T' to the connection of equipment;
- Do not remove the ground pin of the power cord;
- Use taken to 20A with pin 4.8mm according to NBR 6147.

  If it is not fit to these procedures, hire a qualified professional for achievement. Call 0800-
704-2366 and contact assistance.



INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
DIMENSIONS

(AxLxC)

370 x 300 x 530 mmDesfiador  de  
Carnes

PRODUCT MODEL WEIGHT
CAPACIDADE

DE PRODUÇÃO

DC-04 15 kg 4 kg

The company reserves the right to make changes to the equipment without notice.

DescriptionMáquina

DC-04

DC-04
DC-04

000111200 W

1000 W
1000 W

71633
71634

Motor Monofásico 1/2CV 220V 4P 50HZ 

Motor Monofásico 1/2CV 127V 4P 60HZ C/PTC

Motor Monofásico 1/2CV 220V 4P 60HZ C/PTC

Power 
Rating

Code
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 Designed as Desfiador Meat, such as chicken, cod, fish, corned beef and similar 

works with up to 4kg (DC 04) of chicken per process. Meets steady work in industrial kitchens, 

bakeries, bakeries and the like with a lot of efficiency, speed and quality.
 The Meat Desfiador is manufactured in SAE 1020 steel with epoxy paint finish, bowl 

and blades in stainless steel 304. It has speed reduction made by pulleys and belts with 

shielded bearings in its manufacture.
 For revenue query, visit: www.gpaniz.com.br

  To turn on your computer, follow the steps below:

Step 1: Turn the machine on the power grid;
Step 2: Open the 'Tampa' and put the product (chicken, fish, etc.) within the 'Cuba';
Step 3: Download the fully 'cover';
Step 4: Press the 'On' button.
Caso seja levantada a tampa, a máquina irá se desligar automaticamente. Para ligar a 

máquina novamente, repetir os passos 3 à 7.

NOTE: To remove the blades, pull them up, undocked them. The tank must be rotated to be 

removed. The blades, located inside the tub, should rotate counter-clockwise.

To turn off the machine, press the 'off' button.

  NOTICE: Equipment designed to shred meat. Do not use for another function, 

preventing the misuse of the equipment.



MACHINE EXPLODED VIEW
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CATALOG PARTS MEAT SHREDDER
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1 07524 07855
07522 07522
07525 07856
07531 07531
71365 71365
07547 71273
07515 07515
07533 07533
07517 07517
07518 07858
71257 71257
70711 70711
71469 71469
71352 71352
07471 07471
07526 07857
71600 71600
07545 07860
7264 7264
70710 70710
00375 00375
00404 00403
07520 07861
03326 03326
07535 07535
485 485
00971 00971
00020 00020
07513 07513
70380 70380
xxx xxx
07536 02515
07509 07509
00651

07397
03510
07397

Dobradiça Direita Tampa
Cabo Dobradiça
Dobradiça Esquerda Tampa
Suporte Atuador
Atuador P/Sensor
Tampa Cuba
Conjunto Pa
Bucha Guia Cuba
Batedor Pino
Conjunto Panela
Botão Reset
Botão Liga/Desliga
Chave Geral
Sensor Indutivo
Suporte Sensor Indutivo
Tampa Traseira
Cabo 3 x 1,5 x 1,5mm
Conjunto Gabinete
Base Fixação Cuba
Botão de Emergência
Pé Borracha
xxx
Pino Dobradiça Sup. Motor
Conjunto Suporte Motor
Flange Apoio Cuba
Retentor
Anel Elástico I 47
Rolamento 6204 2RS
Espaçador Rolamento
Mancal
Tabela de motor pág.
Polia Motor
Eixo Central
Correia Z-875
Polia Ø154 Lisa
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OCCURRENCE OF DEFECTS

- In case of malfunction of the equipment before calling for service, check if the machine has 
the following problems:
 
 1 - If the machine does not turn on: Make sure the machine voltage corresponds to the 
location, make sure the emergency button is pulled out (working position) and make sure the 
phase sequence (only three-phase machines) are in the correct order.
  
  2 - Se a máquina estiver lenta: Check the pressure of the straps.
- If there really is a need to activate the GPaniz Technical Assistance if the equipment is not 
working as specified, have the invoice and the Instruction Manual to hands and contact the 
GPaniz Service. This will provide you insight into small problems that may eventually occur 
in your equipment and will show you the closest assistant.
- To facilitate spare parts, always quote the reference of the machine in this case DC-04.

- Before cleaning the appliance switch off the main switch and remove the plug.
- Never use metal accessory (knife, spoon, etc.) not to attack the stainless steel parts.
- To clean, we recommend using a damp cloth with mild soap.
- Never use water hose as this may cause short circuit and damage the electrical 
components such as motor and safety items.
- Cleaning your equipment should always be made after use.
- Do not use abrasive products, only mild soap.
- This product should not be cleaned with water jet.
- The machine can not be submerged for cleaning.

CLEANING
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MAINTENANCE

 Regular maintenance of equipment prevents premature wear of parts that work together, 
such as belts. In addition to maintenance, you must do some checks:

 - Check for wear and tightness (tension) of the motor belt every 100 hours.

- An electrician must provide electrical service as specifications of local and national laws.

  - If the power cord is damaged, it must be replaced by authorized manufacturer or 
service with a special power cord available from the manufacturer or authorized service, 
in order to prevent accidents.



WARRANTY TERM

 The company is committed to the guarantee of six (6) months related to the product under 

qualified, from the date of sale to the end customer, under the following conditions and 

standards:

1) The company will not cover in any way defects and scratches in the paint or kneading 

resulting from transport, which must be required of the carrier at the time of delivery, or 

receiving the goods. Nor will guarantee equipment exposed to the weather, or by some form 

after their use has been a long time without working, because rust may appear in moving 

parts not lubricated.

2) The warranty does not cover glass, light bulbs, fuses, contactors switches, resistors, 

thermostats, temperature controller, relays, solenoids, water valves and gas solenoid 

valve, because they are sensitive components from voltage variations, not suitable 

transport facilities not appropriate and without protection.

3) The electric motor, when damaged, must be forwarded to the Technical Assistance of 

their respective manufacturers, should a prior contact occurs GPANIZ.

4) The customer is entitled to technical assistance in the use machine whose place as the 

same is greater than 0,360m³ or weighing more than 94kg. If the machine does not meet the 

above measures, it should be sent to the Technical Assistance nearest Authorized. If it is 

found that there has been misuse or improper installation of the equipment, the visit, 

displacement and repair costs borne by the user account, even if the warranty period.

5) The factory-established security refers to machines that under normal operation and use 

of the present material or assembly defects. The factory reserves the right to give opinions 

and does not allow other people to judge presented defects during the warranty period. The 

warranty will cover costs with hand labor provided it is performed by Authorized Service. Are 

excluded from the warranty defects or malfunctions resulting from accidents for negligence 

in operations.

6) The company is not responsible for changes to the product, unless the changes made by 

the factory itself.

7) After three (3) months of use, it is considered out of warranty any parts or accessories 

that have natural wear or accelerated such as bearings and seals, grinder discs Meat and 

Food Preparer; globe, paddle and spiral Mixer Planetary; felts Shaper; drawn products, 

snails and extrusion feeders.
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Interventions 
performed 

Equipment safety 
conditions

Repaired parts
or substituted

 Date of Interventions

Service performed

Concluding remarks 
regarding machine 
safety conditions

Responsible

Not Conform

LIST OF REVISIONS MACHINE

Not Conform

Conform

Not ConformNot Conform

Conform

Not ConformNot Conform

Conform

Not ConformNot Conform

Conform

Not ConformNot Conform

Conform

8) Adjustments, lubrication, adjustments and cleaning equipment, arising from its use 

and operation will not be covered by the guarantee, which must be charged to the 

owner.

9) TERMINATION OF WARRANTY:

Failure to complete the review services and constant lubrication in the Instruction 

Manual of the equipment;

The use of non-original parts and components and not recommended by the company;

Modification of the product and consequent amendment of the technical 

characteristics of operation, except those implemented by the company;

Use of machinery and equipment for functions other than those specified by the 

manufacturer;

   On the expiry of the validity of the guarantee.

  Note: For any lawsuit is elected the Forum of Caxias do Sul County (RS), waiving any 

other, however privileged it may be or will be.
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Product Tag

Visualize aqui os dados do seu equipamento como nº de série, modelo, frequência, tensão.

(0-XX-54) 2101 3400
www.gastromaq.com.br - gastromaq@gastromaq.com.br

www.gpaniz.com.br gpaniz@gpaniz.com.br

   
Gpaniz Indústria de Equipamentos para Alimentação Ltda. 

Adolfo Randazzo, 2010 -  CEP. 95046-800 - Caxias do Sul -RS

CNPJ 90.771.833/0001-49

0800-704-2366
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